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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to evaluate two new operating design modes and their collaborative
metaphors enabling two actors, a design engineer and an end-user, to work jointly in a collabora-
tive virtual environment for workstation design. The two operating design modes that correspond
to two different design paradigms include : direct design mode (the design engineer manipulates
objects while the end-user specifies their activity constraints) and supervised design mode (the
end-user manipulates objects while the design engineer specifies their process constraints). The
corresponding collaborative metaphors enable the two actors to manipulate objects while one (the
design engineer) can express process constraints and the other (the end-user) can express activity
constraints. The usability evaluation of the modes and metaphors consisted in placing a worksta-
tion design element on a digital workstation mock-up where a trade-off was to be found between
process constraints and activity constraints. The results show that if we consider the completion
time as the most important criterion to achieve, the direct design mode must be favoured. Other-
wise, if the activity constraints are predominant, the supervised design mode must be favoured.
In any case, the addition of an ergonomist’s point of view is supported and warranted in order to
enhance the effectiveness of the system.
Keywords Industrial Ergonomics - Virtual Reality - Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
- Physical Risk Factors - Human Factors
1 Introduction
Workstation design and ergonomic evaluation are natural falls of Virtual Environments (VE)
and Virtual Reality (VR) techniques [51]. Despite some existing technical limitations such as latency
or cyber-sickness [34], the maturation of new technologies and the significant enhancement of
computational power have become an important support in the early stage of workstation design.
Indeed, it has already been shown that analysing physical risk factors directly on the Digital
Mock-Up (DMU) of a workstation was cost-effective and efficient to improve its ergonomics without
threatening the process productivity [5, 26]. In a similar way, the use of VR for production and
workstation design has been successfully applied and tends to become a standard design tool as in
the case of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) [47, 48].
However, such VR-based frameworks still raise scientific issues. First, the reliability of the
analysis of the physical risk factors obtained from the virtual copy of a work task is still questio-
nable [22, 39, 42, 45, 46, 50]. Second, there is a lack of tools enabling a consistent remote interaction
between different actors, e.g. end-users (industrial operators), design engineers and ergonomists,
during a design process.
Recent trends in Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) open promising ways to drasti-
cally enhance the use of such tools in a design process. Interactive collaboration is a key factor
2of an efficient design [44] and favours the development of VR-based collaborative frameworks. Re-
cently, CVE have exhibited a great potential of application in numerous domains such as scientific
visualization, product design, rehabilitation, architecture [6, 37].
Indeed, CVE have the potential to be used to remotely animate ergonomic design sessions.
Nevertheless, offering an opportunity to distant users to interact with each other implies the de-
velopment of new information representation and new interaction metaphors. These metaphors
correspond to the specific modes of ergonomic evaluation and design that can be realized in a
collaborative way [14, 40, 41]. It also requires that the CVE architecture correctly handles the
multiple shared representations of the same information [33].
In this paper, we aim at evaluating the usability of two new operating design modes and their
collaborative metaphors enabling two actors, a design engineer and an end-user, to work jointly
in a CVE. After presenting a state of the art about collaborative workstation design in section 2,
we introduce in section 3.1 the developed CVE, design modes and collaborative metaphors as well
as three design roles : end-user, design engineer and ergonomist. In section 3.2, we describe the
usability evaluation of both the operating design modes and the collaborative metaphors between
two of the design actors : the end-user and the design engineer. The experimental situation consisted
in placing a workstation design element on a digital workstation mock-up where a trade-off was
to be found between process constraints validated by the design engineer and activity constraints
validated by the end-user. The evaluation has been run with non-expert users. Results of the
evaluation of the usability of the direct design mode and the supervised design mode are presented
and discussed in section 4, and a conclusion in section 5 gives some perspectives to our work.
2 Related Work
Technological advances and shifting interests of researchers give Computer Supported Collabo-
rative Work potential and flexible tools to build a shared environment where end-users, designers,
scientific experts, stakeholders, and other domain-related users, can meet, communicate, interact
with others, and coordinate their activities. It has been already stated that collaborative design
mixing end-users, designers and other roles has a positive impact on the definition and design of
products, e.g. in the case of a VR-based software [30] or in a more general way [4].
In virtual assembly planning systems, collaboration mechanisms can be either a client-server
based framework to facilitate assembly design activities [35] or a collaborative virtual environment
as a global shared medium for evaluation of an assembly design. Moreover, recent advances in VR
make it possible to interactively assemble and disassemble virtual components and modules at a
draft design stage in the assembly design process [24, 25, 52]. However, although many actors are
involved in an assembly planning, design engineers and ergonomists can hardly contribute to the
evaluation of operational comfort in a long-time working condition of the industrial operators (end-
users) due to the lack of collaborative tools in virtual assembly systems [8]. Collaborative virtual
environments have been already used with success in practical ergonomics. The French research
centre CLARTE 1 developed IMPROOV, a complete solution of immersive and collaborative virtual
environment for ergonomics as well as process design. It includes features such as the evaluation of
postures (RULA score [31], see section 3.2.2) and a collaborative environment via a web navigator
that enables an intervention of external actors in the design process. This platform still presents
some limitations : the interaction modes between the actors are limited and the intervention of
the ergonomist is mainly done via the auditory channel. Nevertheless, this platform has been used
widely and industrially with promising results.
The evaluation of ergonomics factors is very important due to its influence on the feasibility, the
working comfort, and the safety of an operation in manual assembly tasks [36]. Furthermore, the
empirical studies on human-related factors have to be done at the early design stage of an assembly
process, where no physical models are available and their geometric forms and functionality still
can be shaped [11]. Therefore, we focus mostly on the human-related factors and not on the realistic
representation of assembly workstations.
Ergonomic evaluation has already been done using virtual mannequins to represent and simu-
late the normal population in terms of somatotype [15, 29, 36]. The use of such digital human forms
1. www.clarte.asso.fr
3provides a fast and flexible way of integrating human presence in the ergonomic posture analysis.
However, although many movements and gestures of the human model have been provided such as
reach, grab, bring, place, and release, the comfort factor could not be simply evaluated due to its
complexity. The design engineer may use the digital mannequin inappropriately by accepting awk-
ward postures, by providing too little space for movements, or by providing unacceptable visibility
in workspace stations [15]. Therefore, there is always a need for involving end-users (operators) in
the assembly process.
The design engineer also has to take into account the restricted availability of assembly space.
There are difficulties in evaluating reach distance, space needed for hands, and visual conditions
during assembly work. The design engineer who has worked with a simulation will have judgements
concerning the workstation design that may be completely different from the point of view of the
operator who has physically worked in the same workstation [15]. At last, ergonomists have to be
involved in the design process because they can provide knowledge about comfort, safety, usability
that is not often taken into account by the end-users. Hence, we have integrated design engineers,
end-users, and ergonomists into a shared system, wherein the end-users can work in a prototype of
the assembly process, and the design engineers and ergonomists can intervene directly and quickly
in the assembly task simulation.
The recent research on CVEs for ergonomics tends to show that there is a need to develop
specific tools and metaphors aiming at improving the collaboration between the design actors. In
fact, such tools have to favour a sound design solution that satisfies all of the design constraints
defined by the different design actors. This paper aims at presenting the usability evaluation of the
modes and metaphors available in a CVE dedicated to ergonomics for both end-users and design
engineers as defined in the following section.
3 Material and Methods
This section presents the CVE, modes and metaphors we implemented for collaborative ergo-
nomic design sessions. The usability of the modes and metaphors has been evaluated through an
experimental protocol, tested by non-expert users as presented in the following section.
3.1 CVE dedicated to ergonomics
Before installing a workstation in an assembly line or production line in real life, its design has
to be verified and validated through a design and evaluation process. An ideal workstation design
would have to conform to two main types of constraints. The first type is process constraints,
dealing with the process specifications related to the insertion of the workstation into the assembly
line and warranting its efficiency in the manufacturing process. Such constraints, e.g., workstation
bulk, inputs and outputs placements, or inner process properties and activities, have to be verified
by a process design engineer [21]. The second type is usability constraints. Such constraints that
are composed of three distinct dimensions (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, with reference
to the ISO 9241 norm [23]) have to be verified by an ergonomist and an end-user. The former would
focus on ergonomic constraints, concerning mostly efficiency and effectiveness (postural comfort,
force exertion, task duration, etc.), whereas the latter would focus on activity constraints, dealing
with satisfaction and effectiveness mostly (comfort, propensity of the task to achieve to be made,
etc.).
Figure 1 presents an ideal VR-based framework dedicated to collaborative industrial ergonomics.
As several actors are involved in this design evaluation process, we present the role of three general
kinds of actors (end-user, design engineer, ergonomist). For the two roles of end-user and design
engineer, we define two operating design modes (direct design mode and supervised design mode)
and the corresponding collaborative metaphors that have been implemented in our CVE.
3.1.1 Actors involved in collaborative workstation design
The design process of a workstation should be done with the participation of three actors :
end-user, design engineer, and ergonomist [41]. The three of them should have the possibility to
collaboratively enhance the usability and thus the productivity of the workstation.
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Figure 1 – Ideal VR-based framework for collaborative ergonomic design sessions. Adapted
from [39, 40, 41].
The End-user is an industrial operator working on an assembly process, and therefore becomes
the main subject of the design and evaluation process. They receive posture recommendations with
regard to their current physical comfort given from the ergonomist. They also have to take into
consideration process constraints regarding the current workstation specifications from the design
engineer. They must find a compromise between their physical comfort and process constraints.
They also must be able to provide activity constraints to the design engineer. In our CVE, the
end-user works in an immersive virtual environment whose the first-person interface is illustrated
in Figure 2. Corresponding to each workstation design, we can define a round plate representing
the end-user’s standing/sitting spot with respect to the workstation specifications.
The Design engineer has the responsibility to maintain the efficiency and compatibility of the
workstation prototype with other processes, or in other words, to fulfil process constraints. They can
modify some aspects of the workstation design to improve process compatibility and productivity
in accordance with activity constraints given by the end-user and the ergonomist. Accordingly, the
design engineer may need several viewpoints on the scene during this interactive design phase. For
this purpose, we have implemented a desktop system providing two different viewpoints on the
virtual workstation (see Figure 3). The design engineer can supervise the end-user working in the
virtual workstation and they also can modify the position of some DMU’s elements based on the
end-user’s usability constraints.
The Ergonomist gives ergonomic recommendations for the end-user and the design engineer.
This task is achieved thanks to an analysis, either online or oﬄine, of objective and subjective
criterions quantifying the physical risk factors as Rated Perceived Exertion [7], Postural Scores [20,
31] or Averaged Muscle Activations [9, 38]. In the CVE, as it has been proposed in [40], the
ergonomist can interact with the scene and the other actors using a specific interface. In the
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Figure 2 – End-user’s viewpoint in the CVE.
following study, the ergonomist’s role has not been taken into account because we considered
evaluating the specific interaction between the end-user and the design engineer.
Figure 3 – Design engineers’ viewpoints in the CVE : top view (left) and front view (right).
3.1.2 Operating design modes
We have implemented the design engineer’s role and the end-user’s role into our system. We
focused on the two proposed operating design modes, representing the interaction between these
two actors during the design process.
In direct design mode, the design engineer modifies the DMU workstation directly in accordance
with the process constraints that they already know and the activity constraints that are provided
by the end-user (see Figure 4). The end-user uses informative signals such as visual metaphors
(e.g., arrows, accessible zones, etc.) and/or auditory ones to represent their usable spaces to the
design engineer.
Consequently, the CVE needs to provide appropriate interaction tools enabling the end-user to
express their activity constraints to the design engineer, increasing the design engineer’s awareness
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to their working conditions. In addition, the system has to provide interaction tools enabling the
design engineer to change the workstation design, which means enabling them to manipulate the
elements of the workstation.
Figure 4 – Direct design mode in a collaborative DMU workstation with the design engineer’s
main role highlighted in green. Figure is directly adapted from [41].
In supervised design mode, the end-user is the main actor of the workstation design. They
change the workstation design by manipulating its elements (see Figure 5). The end-user therefore
needs the design engineer to represent process constraints to them. The design engineer, in this
operating mode, expresses the process constraints to the end-user using appropriate interaction
tools and then supervises and validates the work of the end-user.
Figure 5 – Supervised design mode in a collaborative DMU workstation with the end-user’s main
role highlighted in green. Figure is directly adapted from [41].
3.1.3 Collaborative metaphors
In order to allow different actors in a workstation design process with different types of com-
petence and expertise to be able to work jointly, simple but effective interaction techniques and
collaborative metaphors have been implemented, as proposed in [41]. Interaction tools in the colla-
borative context can be reused from other VEs such as a 3D cursor or a virtual hand provided to
the end-user and the design engineer to manipulate the elements of the workstation. Besides the
interaction tools, we need different collaborative metaphors for the two actors to collaborate and
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explicitly communicate in the two operating design modes. In our case, they are the metaphors
used to describe spatial constraints for the design engineer (process constraints) and the end-user
(activity constraints). These metaphors can be characterised along two factors : their resembling
of a real space and the intended purpose of the space [43]. Therefore, we use different forms to des-
cribe the spatial constraints for the design engineer and the end-user, and color to encode different
levels of constraints.
In direct design mode, the activity constraints related to the end-user are postural constraints for
the purpose of providing workstation designs wherein the end-user can see, reach, and manipulate
objects [10]. In our study, the activity constraints are based on accessibility and divided in three
zones representing comfort of the end-user. Within the first zone, the end-user can reach and
manipulate DMU elements easily. Within the second zone, the end-user faces little difficulty and
discomfort for manipulation of elements. Last, within the third zone, the end-user needs to make
effort to reach an element. Three colors are used to encode these comfort zones : green for the first
zone, yellow for the second, and red for the third (see Figure 6). We used the common metaphor of
drawing a line by natural gesture for the end-user. This kind of metaphor has been studied in the
context of sketching [19], and we implemented it through hand gestures using a flystick device 2.
This drawn information provides the design engineer with the knowledge of the position of the
end-user and of their reachable zone. We assume that this metaphor based on color encoding and
natural hand gestures to dynamically describe a spatial zone is a simple but powerful interaction
and communication technique to be applied in a CVE.
In our study, process constraints provided by the design engineer to the end-user in the su-
pervised design mode are described as dead zones. These dead zones can be some of the features
of the workstation such as bulked zones, inputs/output zones, machine zones that the end-user
cannot modify. The design engineer hence needs interaction metaphors to show the dead zones
specifically to the end-user and to express if the modifications made by the end-user are accep-
table regarding the workstation specifications. In our system, the dead zones are represented by
translucent coloured parallelepipeds drawn by the design engineer (see Figure 7). They can draw
red zones to indicate the dead zones that the end-user cannot touch. Yellow zones represent a risk
if the end-user works close to them. Green zones show safety zones recommended to the end-user.
The design engineer can remove these zones once the workstation design process is achieved or if
they want to modify these indications. Since the design engineer often works in front of a desktop
system, they can use a simple 3D cursor driven by a mouse. However, it is possible to provide
them with other interaction devices and to immerse them either in an immersive room or using a
head-mounted display.
3.2 Usability evaluation
The operating design modes and collaborative metaphors presented in the last section were
evaluated. Two main questions were investigated in order to validate our choices of implementation :
– How do design modes influence the design solution ? In other words, how do design modes
impact upon the trade-off obtained between users constraints during the design process ?
– Are the design tools provided to users relevant to the collaborative design ?
In order to investigate these two research questions, we implemented an experimental evaluation
through a simple but representative situation, and we assessed the design modes and metaphors in
terms of usability as described in the following section.
3.2.1 Experiment design
The experimental situation illustrated a simple but representative ergonomic intervention : an
element of the workstation was not optimally placed and the end-user needed to adopt uncomfor-
table postures to reach or interact with this element. The end-user requested a modification of the
element’s position to the design engineer. Such a use case is a classical ergonomic intervention since
assembly or production line reordering is a standard problem in the manufacturing industry [12].
A practical example of this situation is that the end-user and the design engineer need to consider
where to place a tool used to fix a part A on a part B. The positions of parts A and B are defined by
2. http ://www.ar-tracking.com/products/interaction-devices/flystick2/
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Figure 6 – The end-user draws their comfort zones (first zone - top, second zone - middle, third
zone - bottom) using hand gestures seen in the top views (left) and front views (right) of the design
engineer.
external constraints (process constraints) whereas the position of the tool has to be optimized to be
easily reached by the end-user (activity constraint). The actors try to find a compromise between
the end-user’s activity constraints and the process constraints using the two operating modes (see
Figure 8). This scenario has been implemented in the collaborative Collaviz framework [16, 18],
using its distribution features and its abilities for modeling the physical spaces of distant users [17].
In direct design mode, we evaluated the workstation design process when the design engineer
directly modified a DMU element based on the activity constraints provided by the end-user. In
supervised design mode, in order to simplify the evaluation without losing its interest, the end-user
controlled the same DMU element based on the information of the process constraints given by the
design engineer (see Table 1).
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Figure 7 – Three zones representing workstation specifications drawn by the design engineer seen
in the design engineer’s viewpoint (left) and in the end-user’s (right). The red zone indicates the
dead zone that the end-user cannot touch, the yellow zone shows the zone that the design engineer
does not want the end-user to go through, and the green zone represents the safe zone of the
workstation.
Table 1 – Within-subjects factors
Factors Levels Description
Level of difficulty One dead zone See Fig. 9 (left)Two dead zones See Fig. 9 (right)
Operating mode
Direct design Engineer activeEnd-user passive
Supervised design Engineer passiveEnd-user active
3.2.2 Scenes generation
In order to assess the usability of the operating modes and metaphors, it was important to
ensure that the results of the simulation were generic. Hence, in our experiment, each scene had
to be unique but comparable with the others in terms of level of difficulty and of the difference in
morphology of subjects. We assumed that a relevant indicator of difficulty can be extracted from
the size and the shape of the reachable zone, that is the simplest activity constraint to take into
account. This is why we created a difficulty criterion that was weighted volume of the intersection
between U and V (see Figure 8). The randomized parameters used to generate the scenes were the
dead zones’ positions, the end-user’s position and the initial position of the DMU element. This
section explains how the scenes were rated and categorized.
In each scene, the height of the workplane (a virtual table in our experiment) was morpholo-
gically adapted so it was placed at the end-user’s elbow level, as recommended in [32]. To limit
the number of generated scenes, we defined six morphology categories based on subjects’ common
height range (see Table 2).
The difficulty of a scene was computed as shown in Figure 10. First, depending on the end-user’s
expected morphology, the reachable zone U of the scene was generated and rated. Then, depending
on the level of difficulty, the process volume V was generated as the table volume minus the dead
zone(s). Once obtained U and V , we discretized the intersection volume U ∩ V and we computed
the following weighted volume :
W =
∑
we · re (1)
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Figure 8 – Experimental situation : finding a position for an element (in purple) of the workstation
satisfying two constraints : being reachable in a comfortable posture by the end-user (be in volume
U) and satisfying process constraints (be in volume V ). Adapted from [41].
Figure 9 – Level of difficulty of the workstation design. In our experiment, two level of difficulty
were investigated : a workstation design with one dead zone (left) and another one with two dead
zones (right).
where W is the weighted volume, we an elementary volume of U ∩V , and re is the reachability
weight associated to each elementary volume we. re was obtained by computing the RULA score
for the considered volume we. Here, only the arm and forearm score were used to assess the final
score. The RULA score was used to compute re for each elementary volume we using the non linear
relationship described in Figure 11. The RULA score is an indicator of postural discomfort [31]
used in relation to assessment of physical risk factors. A minimal score of 1 indicates a relatively
comfortable posture, whereas a maximal score of 7+ indicates a highly uncomfortable posture.
This non linear scale was used to penalize the high RULA score obtained in some ill generated
scenes. The product we · re was finally summed on the whole U ∩ V volume to obtain W .
Once we had obtained W , the difficulty of each scene was weighted by adjusting the initial po-
sition of the element to place. We used the NIOSH method [49] to assess the difficulty of placement
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Figure 10 – Scene difficulty computation. (a) Intersection computation : U ∩ V is computed, (b)
Intersection volume discretization : we is computed (c) Discrete intersection volume rating : re and
the weighted volume W are computed (d) Final complexity adjustment : the initial position of
the DMU element to place O is determined using the rule described in equation 2 with d distance
between O and G and G the barycenter of the weighted intersection volume W .
Table 2 – Six categories of generated scenes were calculated based on the average height of each
group of subjects.
Category Height Range (cm) Average Height (cm)
Cat. 1 156 - 160 158
Cat. 2 161 - 165 163
Cat. 3 166 - 170 168
Cat. 4 171 - 175 173
Cat. 5 176 - 180 178
Cat. 6 higher than 180 183
of the element. The NIOSH equation was initially developed to rate a lifting task between two
positions in terms of fatigue. We used it at a constant weight to adjust the distance d between the
initial point and the barycentre of the weighted intersection volume W , to compute the difficulty
score of the scenes W ∗ :
W ∗ = W · d (2)
Finally W ∗ was used to gather the scenes by difficulty. From a representative set of scenes, we
chose two levels of difficulty that led to a relative easiness of resolution and a sufficient challenge,
corresponding to the cases with one or two dead zones. Then, a large set of “one dead zone" or “two
dead zones" scenes was generated for each considered morphology, and only 16 scenes per level of
difficulty were kept from the initial set for each morphology category, guaranteeing for each subject
a different set of scenes to avoid any learning effect.
According to the Table 2, we have generated six categories for both operating modes. For each
category, we have generated 32 different scenes (16 scenes with one dead zone, and 16 scenes with
two dead zones). The selection process of these scenes in each category was arbitrary. In total, we
have created 96 scenes with one dead zone and 96 scenes with two dead zones.
3.2.3 Subjects
Sixteen subjects (one woman and fifteen men) took part in this experiment (age : 24.8 ± 2.83
years old, height : 179± 8.54 cm). Since the subjects played both the roles of the design engineer
and of the industrial operator in the same session, subjects were recruited among our colleagues in
our laboratory and our students. None of them were expert design engineers, however most of them
owned a technical (engineer or science) master degree. Most of them had experience in 3D virtual
worlds but not specifically in immersive environments (average : 4.67 on a 7-point Likert scale).
We thought that there was no need to recruit actual design engineers since the task to achieve was
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Figure 11 – Non-linear relationship between the RULA score and re. This was designed to penalize
and discard the scenes with a poor amount of easily reachable zone.
simple enough to be solved by non-experts, while guaranteeing a proper evaluation of the usability
of the system.
3.2.4 Experimental Procedure
Figure 12 – Interfaces of the end-user and the design engineer : (left) end-user drawing their
reachable zone on the table, (right) design engineer having two viewpoints on their workstation.
The end-user was immersed in a large four-wall immersive room, which size was 9.60 m long,
3.10 m high and 2.88 m deep. They used a flystick device to drive a 3D cursor - an interaction
tool to either grab and manipulate the DMU element in the supervised design mode or to draw
reachable zones in the direct design mode. The design engineer had a simpler interface on a desktop
computer with two windows that provided a top-view and a front-view of the CVE, as it has been
described in section 3.1. We used a simplified avatar to represent the end-user’s current activity
in the design engineer field of view. The design engineer used a mouse to drive a 3D cursor to
manipulate the DMU element in the direct design mode or to draw dead zones in the supervised
design mode. Figure 12 (left) illustrates a reachable zone drawn by the end-user in an immersive
room and Figure 12 (right) shows a set-up of the design engineer’s interface. The design engineer
and the end-user were not allowed to use verbal communications because we wanted to evaluate
the efficiency of the collaborative metaphors used to exchange information. We predefined several
messages to inform the end-user and the design engineer which operating mode they were currently
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using, and to indicate them when the task was completed.
Even if both end-user’s and design engineer’s roles were fully implemented, we decided after a
preliminary evaluation to restrict the color code used in the metaphors to a single color. In such
a simple and generic use case, this choice was justified. Furthermore, in the proposition of [41],
the end-user draws their reachable zone using both hands equally. We proposed in this study that
the end-user used only one hand since they could represent their reachable zone using only one
interaction tool and the design engineer still could estimate their reachable limits. The end-user
did not need to use both hands unless a bi-manual manipulation technique was required in the
application.
For each session, each subject was playing both roles (end-user and design engineer) to limit the
number of experiments to run. In more details, 12 scenes (3 different scenes ×2 levels of difficulty ×2
operating modes) were randomly chosen from the pool of scenes related to a morphology category
as presented in the end of the section 3.2.2. The scenes were randomly ordered in each session in
terms of level of difficulty and operating mode to be performed. Once they had finished the first set
of 12 scenes, they exchanged their roles and performed 12 new scenes chosen in accordance with
the morphology category of the new end-user. The average time of an experimental session for two
subject was about one hour.
The training phase was done each time using four scenes that were randomly chosen from the
scenes pool for the end-user. This phase enabled the end-user and the design engineer to familiarize
themselves with the manipulation of the DMU element, the drawing of reachable zones and of dead
zones, and the two operating modes. In the evaluation session, the scenes were loaded one after
another. The task for each scene finished when both the end-user and the design engineer agreed
on the final position of the DMU element and validated it. The end-user was then asked to put
their hands on the DMU element for three seconds for recording the position of all the motion
trackers placed on their body (see Figure 13).
Figure 13 – End-user putting their hands on the DMU element for three seconds to record the
position of all the trackers placed on their body. The RULA score is computed from this data.
3.2.5 Usability metrics
The aim of this study was to evaluate the usabitily of the modes and metaphors described in
the previous section. In accordance with the ISO definition of usability [23], three main dimensions
can be investigated :
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– the efficiency : resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness of goals
achieved ;
– the effectiveness : accuracy and completeness with which specified users can achieve specified
goals in particular environments ;
– the satisfaction : comfort and acceptability of the work system to its users and other people
affected by its use.
To evaluate these three dimensions, several metrics were used.
To assess the efficiency of the design modes, we measured two specific metrics : the completion
time per trial and the expected-final distance. The completion time was automatically recorded for
the end-user and the design engineer to move the DMU element from its initial position to its final
position and to validate the task. This metric is a direct indicator of the fastest operating mode to
achieve the tasks. Then, the expected-final distance - the distance between the expected position
of the DMU element on the table and its final position - was measured for each trial. The expected
position was the barycentre of the weighted intersection volume as described in section 3.2.2. We
only took into account the projection of the distance on the workplane because we assumed that the
DMU element was placed on it. This ideal placement of the DMU corresponds to the minimization
of the activity constraint considered in the study - the reachable zone. This metric qualifies the
trade-off found between the users at the end of the design phase relatively to an “ideal" design.
To assess the effectiveness of the design modes, we computed the RULA score associated to
the final position. According to the description we made in the section 3.2.2, RULA score gives
a clear indication about the effectiveness of the design since it defines in terms of comfort the
trade-off found by both users at the end of the design phase. In order to compute this score, we
used nine trackers (neck, trunk, head, both arms, forearms and hands) to record the body segment
orientations during the experiment. We recorded the posture of the end-user at the end of each trial
as it has been described in the previous section (see Figure 13). The sample frequency was 60 Hz
and postures were analysed oﬄine to compute the RULA metrics. The method used to compute
the RULA score is defined in [41, 42].
To assess the satisfaction of the users with the regard to the system, they answered three ques-
tionnaires : evaluation of the end-user’s role and the respective collaborative metaphors ; evaluation
of the design engineer’s role and the respective collaborative metaphors ; and general comparison
between two roles in the two operating design modes.
3.2.6 Statistics
All the metrics were statistically analysed in order to assess the usability of the system. We
studied two independent factors in our experiment : operating design modes and levels of diffi-
culty (see Table 1) and we aimed at evaluating their effect respectively to the completion time,
expected-final distance and RULA score. We computed the p-values of completion time and expec-
ted final distance using a two-way ANOVA analysis with repeated-measures for balanced design
and within-subject factor. We analysed the RULA score using the univariate repeated-measures
two-way ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments.
Subjective questionnaires were gathered and data was analysed using a Friedman’s test. Results
of the questionnaires were crossed for comparison, as presented in the next section.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Results
4.1.1 Efficiency metrics
Figure 14 shows the interaction plots of the completion time (Figure 14.a) and of the expected-
final distance (Figure 14.b) on the two factors. The result revealed that there was a significant
interaction effect between the level of difficulty and the operating mode factors on the completion
time (F(1,47) = 5.876, p-value = 0.019). However, we could not find any evidence of a significant
interaction effect between them on the expected-final distance value (F(1,47) = 0.1493, p-value
= 0.7009). The results of the test for the main effect of both factors also showed no significantly
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Figure 14 – Interaction plots with mean values and standard deviation values of (a) the completion
time in second, (b) the expected-final distance in meter, and (c) the RULA score.
Figure 15 – Mean values and standard deviation values of the two actors (end-users and design
engineers) for (a) two operating modes (from -3 for the supervised design mode to 3 for the direct
design mode), (b) collaborative metaphors and interaction tools in the direct design mode (from
1 to 7 on the 7-point Likert scale), and (c) collaborative metaphors and interaction tools in the
supervised design mode (from 1 to 7 on the 7-point Likert scale).
independent effect on the expected-final distance value (the result of the level of difficulty factor :
F(1,47) = 2.188, p-value = 0.146, the result of the operating mode : F(1,47) = 0.038, p-value =
0.846).
4.1.2 Effectiveness metric
We found a significant interaction effect between the two factors on the RULA score (F(1,47)
= 9.5507, p-value = 0.003) as shown in Figure 14.c.
4.1.3 Satisfaction metrics
The data of the first and the second questionnaires about the end-user’s and the design engi-
neer’s roles and the collaborative metaphors is summarized and presented in Figure 15. The result
of the subjective rating for the two operating modes in terms of quickness to accomplish the task,
efficiency for the comfort criteria of the element’s final position, and their preference are shown in
Figure 15.a. In general, the statistical analysis revealed that the end-users found the supervised
design mode more efficient than the design engineers did (end-users’ rating = −1.81± 2.07, design
engineers’ rating = 0.31 ± 1.77, p-value = 0.032). Similarly, the end-users mostly preferred the
supervised design mode than the design engineers did (end-users’ rating = −2.62 ± 1.5, design
engineers’ rating = 0.37 ± 1.78, p-value = 0.000063). However, the quickness of the direct design
mode was more appreciated by the design engineers than by the end-users (end-users’ rating =
−0.5± 2.09, design engineers’ rating = 1± 2, p-value = 0.0075).
Figure 15.b shows the rating for efficiency, intuitiveness and fatigue of collaborative metaphors
and interaction tools in the direct design mode. In this case the metaphors were the reachable
zones drawn by the end-users and the interaction tools allowing the design engineers to control
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the element. We did not find any significant difference between the rating made by the two actors.
As illustrated in Figure 15.c, in the supervised design mode, the end-users found the collaborative
metaphors used for the design engineers to draw the dead zones and the interaction tools for
them to control the element were more intuitive than the design engineers did (end-users’ rating
= 5.75 ± 1.06, design engineers’ rating = 4.44 ± 1.89, p-value = 0.049). The end-users also found
them more efficient than the design engineers did (end-users’ rating = 5.87±0.88, design engineers’
rating = 4.93± 1.52, p-value = 0.011).
Figure 16 summarizes the mean and standard deviation values of a general evaluation of our
experiment on the 7-point Likert scale in terms of difference between scenes (3.56 ± 1.55), adap-
tability of the interaction metaphors ( 5.31 ± 1.01), complexity of the end-user’s and the design
engineer’s roles (2.50± 1.46), and level of difficulty of the scenes ( 2.00± 0.89 ). From the results,
we can conclude that the subjects found the scenes used in the experiment were easy to solve and
the two roles they played were simple. We received a high appreciation from the subjects about
the adaptability of the interaction metaphors. Last, the scenes we used in the experiment were not
perceived as very similar one to another. A general comparison between the two roles in terms
of comfort, intuitiveness, fatigue, naturalness, and efficiency (from -3 for the design engineer to 3
for the end-user) was also analysed and its result is illustrated in Figure 17. From the result, we
can conclude that the subjects found the end-user’s role was much more natural (1.68± 1.62) and
more intuitive (2.25 ± 0.86) than the design engineer’s role. The other criteria (comfort, fatigue,
efficiency) did not show much difference between the two roles.
Figure 16 – Mean values and standard deviation values of the general evaluation of the experiment
set-up on the 7-point Likert scale.
4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Efficiency metrics
The statistical results revealed that there was a significant interaction effect between the level
of difficulty factor and the operating mode on the completion time. It meant that in the direct
design mode, it did not matter if there was one or two dead zones in the workstation : in both
cases the completion time was approximately the same. This result could be easily explained by
the fact that in the direct design mode, it was the design engineer who manipulated the element
from its initial position to the final position where they thought that the end-user could reach the
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Figure 17 – Mean values and standard deviation values of the subjective comparison between the
design engineer’s role and the end-user’s role (from -3 for the design engineer’s role to 3 for the
end-user’s role).
element. This manipulation was not affected by the complexity of the process constraints in terms
of completion time.
In the supervised design mode, when the design engineer had to draw dead zone(s) for the end-
user, the more dead zones they had to draw, the longer the time it took for both of them to complete
the design task. Consequently, the time it took for them to complete a task in a complex workstation
with two dead zones was significantly longer than in a one-dead-zone workstation design. From this
result, we can conclude that it was considerably faster if the design engineer directly manipulated
the DMU element because they had a global and complete view of the process constraints and they
did not need to describe these constraints to the end-user.
This result is of importance because it shows clearly that the more complex constraints one
has to describe to the other users, the more time it takes. In the current evaluation, the end-
users were healthy subjects : they had no physical challenge. Therefore, they easily described the
representation of their activity constraints (reachable zone) to the design engineers and it resulted
in a more efficient result in terms of completion time for the direct design mode [13]. This result
could have been totally different with physically challenged end-users. Their activity constraints,
e.g. reachability and physical limitations, would probably be far more complex to draw and to
describe to the design engineers, and would lead to a longer completion time in direct design mode.
This consideration makes us assess that the efficiency of the design mode in terms of completion
time depends on the complexity of the information to describe on both ends. One should let the
most constrained user manipulate the element.
We considered the distance difference between the expected position and the final position of
the element in the workstation as an important measurement to evaluate because it represents the
efficiency of the design modes. We found no evidence of a significant interaction effect between the
level of difficulty and the operating mode factors on the expected-final distance value. Similarly,
no significant effect of the operating mode and the level of difficulty on the expected-final distance
value was detected.
In our experiment, the expected position of the DMU element was calculated as an optimized
position that minimized the activity constraint and satisfied process constraint (meaning, being in
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the U ∩V volume and leading to a comfortable posture). However, the expected-final distance was
a subtle measurement, especially in the level of difficulty with one dead zone. In this situation, the
end-user and the design engineer had many potential places to put the element on the table out of
the dead zone. Due to this reason, the mean value of the expected-final distance in the first level
of difficulty was quite greater than the second level of difficulty although this conclusion was not
significantly confirmed by the statistical analysis.
This result clearly shows that even if we tried to expect a specific placement of the element
in the scene, thanks to our scene generation routine, we were not able to properly handle mul-
tiple possibilities offered to both users to place the element. It clearly justifies the post-placement
measurement of the RULA score, to assess the quality of the final position without considering
the expected position of the element. Another solution would have been to use a more complex
design metric to define the optimal placement with regard to the end-user’s position, such as the
one developed in [1]. At last, the addition of the ergonomist’s role in our experiment would have
led to a different result, because of the online recommendations the ergonomist would have made
to both end-user and design engineer to enhance the design process in terms of effectiveness.
4.2.2 Effectiveness metric
Regarding the results of the RULA score, we obtained a considerably high interaction between
the two factors (the level of difficulty and the operating mode). In the direct design mode, when
the design engineer controlled the DMU element, if there was only one dead zone, they tried to
put the element as close as possible to the end-user. However, in the second-level condition of
difficulty, the design engineer did not correctly estimate the end-user’s posture resulting of its
DMU placement. Due to this reason, the RULA score was significantly higher in this condition
than in other conditions. On the contrary, the RULA score was significantly lower in the second
complexity level and in the supervised design mode. Because of the limited available working zone,
in the second complexity level the end-user always tried to put the element in narrow places in
order to be able to reach it easily. However, in our opinion, this conclusion could not be generalized
because in our experiment the subjects in the design engineer’s role drew dead zone(s) in the
position where they were regarding process constraints. They did not consider the different levels
of risks using the color code presented in the collaborative metaphors section. Having such an
information in a more complex scene would lead to different behaviors. For example, end-users
would try to stay far from these zones. It would be a compromise to be found when the design
engineer represents the dead zones using different colors to correctly express the limits of each zone.
However, this result tended to prove that each user tried in priority to satisfy their own
constraint. It resulted in unexpected compromises between both constraints like having the element
placed close to the limits of the table when the end-user placed it. In addition to a better constraint
description using color codes, we need a better description of the work task and the work environ-
ment. In the current case-study, the DMU element placement was not correlated with any other
industrial process or activity. Evaluating the CVE with practical cases and more complete process
information would be necessary, for example in adding interaction with animated or scenarized
scenes to validate the usability of the designed workstation.
Finally, the statistical results highlight a contradiction between the RULA score and the sub-
jective comfort felt by the end-users. Normally, a high correlation can be found between objective
and subjective indicators of discomfort [27]. In the current experimentation, our results showed
that the end-users tried to maximize their comfort without being able to get the lowest postural
stress (e.g., the lowest RULA score). We assume that users were not sufficiently familiar with the
environment and with the task design to properly place the DMU element with regard to their own
body placement, as it has already been observed in [42]. This consideration is clearly justifying
the need for intervention of an ergonomist in the design phase, since an objective and expert point
of view seems necessary to fullfil activity and usability constraints in a design phase. Indeed, we




We have collected the data from the two questionnaires about the two main roles in the works-
tation design, the collaborative metaphors and the interaction tools. From the statistical analysis,
we can conclude that the end-users preferred the supervised design mode rather than the direct
design mode when they directly controlled the element themselves after the design engineers drew
dead zone(s). The result in Figure 15(c) confirmed this fact that the end-users appreciated the
interaction metaphors used in the supervised design mode. They found the interaction metaphors
more intuitive and more efficient than the design engineer did.
Regarding the result of the questionnaire about the general evaluation of our experiment, the
subjects of the experiment thought that the situations to solve were clearly different whereas their
level of difficulty was similar from one to another. We have then successfully restricted the possible
learning effect of our experiment when the subjects worked on different scenes in a session. Another
positive result that we obtained from the experiment is the high appreciation from the subjects
about the adaptability of the interaction metaphors. They found them adaptable for an end-user
and a design engineer working efficiently in workstation design processes.
The design of the interaction metaphors as well as the interface for the end-user’s role in an
immersive virtual environment tend to make them more comfortable in the workstation design.
This could help us to conclude that the end-user in our workstation design application is a more
natural role, answering to well-being constraints and involving the end-user’s body in the works-
tation. However, the design engineer’s role is more technical, dealing with external constraints and
disconnecting the design engineer from their own representation in the collaborative workstation
design. Consequently, the end-user’s role was much more intuitive and natural than the design
engineer’s role. Therefore, most of the next improvements must focus on the design engineer’s role
in order to make it more natural and easier to use.
4.2.4 Discussion summary
In summary, on the one hand, if we consider the efficiency as the most important dimension
when the end-user and the design engineer work together in a workstation design process, the
design engineer would be the one who should control the element. The reason is that they know
the workstation design more specifically than the end-user. Moreover, in this case, the design
engineer does not need to describe the workstation design specifications to the end-user. On the
other hand, if we consider the effectiveness, i.e. the comfort of the end-user in the workstation
design, as the main criterion to evaluate the usability of a design process, it would be better if the
one who controls the element is the end-user. They have a real view of the workstation design from
the first-person viewpoint and they can find a good spot to put the element regarding their own
postural comfort.
Moreover, we assume the result would have been significantly different with the addition of
the ergonomist’s role in the loop. Indeed, ergonomists have a knowledge about comfort, usability
and activity enhancement that would have been of interest to criticize the trade-off found between
the design engineer and the end-user and to maximize the effectiveness of the design session. The
results of the subjective questionnaires make us think that users were satisfied of these tools to be
used in a real design situation. However, having the feedback of expert users (design engineers in
particular) seems mandatory in order to enhance the usability of the design tools.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an evaluation of the usability of two operating design modes
(a direct design mode and a supervised design mode) and their collaborative metaphors used for
workstation design process in a collaborative virtual environment for ergonomics design. Two dif-
ferent user interfaces have been implemented for two roles in a workstation design process including
a design engineer and an end-user. The design engineer had a 3D desktop interface that provided
multiple viewpoints and interaction tools to control a Digital Mock-Up (DMU) element. The end-
user worked with a 3D user interface in an immersive projection system with a high immersion
level and natural interaction techniques to facilitate a first-person viewpoint and to simulate the
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real workstation condition. Due to the two specific 3D user interfaces for the design engineer and
the end-user, we have modified some of the interaction metaphors that have been proposed in [41],
making them simpler, more relevant and natural to our collaborative design application.
From our experiment, we have come to some conclusions concerning the collaborative works-
tation design. The statistical analysis of the results revealed that in the direct design mode, the
workstation design process was better achieved. If it was the design engineer who controlled the
DMU element, the collaborative task was done faster than in the supervised design mode wherein
the end-user controlled the element. On the other hand, we obtained a better fulfilment of the acti-
vity constraints in the supervised design mode. It meant that if it was the end-user who controlled
the DMU element, the element would be placed in order to increase the comfort of the end-user.
Moreover, from the satisfaction metrics (questionnaires), the subjects of our experiment found that
the interaction metaphor used by the end-user in the supervised design mode was more intuitive
and easier to understand and to use. The interaction metaphors that were used in the immersive
virtual environment for the end-user were also simple and natural. The task of the design engineer
was more complicated because it required some experience of 3D applications such as 3D mode-
ling. One can think that actual design engineers have such skills and experience. In any case, both
the interaction metaphors were well appreciated by our subjects in terms of usability. In general,
they found them natural, intuitive and efficient when working together in a collaborative virtual
environment.
In the current framework, we did not simulate the work task. However, the way the task is
performed by the end-user can drastically change the ergonomic evaluation in general and postural
scores in particular [42, 39]. This is a limitation and future work should consider trying to simulate
the activity on the workstation in order to fully assess the ergonomics. For example, solutions have
been proposed to represent the user’s postures during simulation of assembly tasks or maintenance
tasks in VR and augmented reality (AR) [2, 3]. This is a fundamental question that needs to be
solved to have a complete and efficient design framework.
In the future, the role of an ergonomics expert should be dynamically added to the system along
with their own interaction tools so they could propose recommendations based on the computation
of RULA scores in real time. In addition, the next improvement in our application must focus on the
interface of the design engineer in order to make the interactions between the design engineer and
the system, and between the design engineer and the end-user more natural and easier to use. At
last, concrete use cases with experienced design engineers and ergonomists are warranted, because
their experience will fundamentally influence the CVE implementation and help us to improve the
framework.
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